A hydra effect occurs when the mean density of a species increases in response to greater mortality. We show that, in a stable multispecies system, a species exhibits a hydra effect only if maintaining that species at its equilibrium density destabilizes the system. The stability of the original system is due to the responses of the hydra-effect species to changes in the other species' densities. If that dynamical feedback is removed by fixing the density of the hydra-effect species, large changes in the community make-up (including the possibility of species extinction) can occur. This general result has several implications: (1) Hydra effects occur in a much wider variety of species and interaction webs than has previously been described, and may occur for multiple species, even in small webs; (2) conditions for hydra effects caused by predators (or diseases) often differ from those caused by other mortality factors; (3) introducing a specialist or a switching predator of a hydra-effect species often causes large changes in the community, which frequently involve extinction of other species; (4) harvest policies that attempt to maintain a constant density of a hydra-effect species may be difficult to implement, and, if successful, are likely to cause large changes in the densities of other species; and (5) trophic cascades and other indirect effects caused by predators of hydra-effect species can exhibit amplification of effects or unexpected directions of change. Although we concentrate on systems that are originally stable and models with no stage-structure or trait variation, the generality of our result suggests that similar responses to mortality will occur in many systems without these simplifying assumptions. In addition, while hydra effects are defined as responses to altered mortality, they also imply counterintuitive responses to changes in immigration and other parameters affecting population growth.
introduction Intuition suggests that increases in the mortality rate of a species, due to predation, disease, harsh environments or other factors, will decrease its population size. This assumption underlies many conservation and management strategies. However, increased mortality of a species can have the counterintuitive effect of increasing its population size. An increase in mean population size in response to higher mortality was first described by Ricker (1954) , using a discrete model of a single homogeneous population that exhibited sustained fluctuations. Increased population size caused by increased mortality is now known as a "hydra effect" Matsuda 2005, Abrams 2009b ). It has been described for several discrete models of single species growth and a variety of continuous time models of simple food webs. See Abrams (2009b) for a review and Abrams (2009a Abrams ( , 2012 , Sieber and Hilker (2012) , Guill et al. (2014) , Georgelin and Loeuille (2014) , Sieber et al. (2014) and Abrams and Cortez (2015) for a variety of recent examples. Hydra effects have been observed in empirical studies of ciliates (Fryxell et al. 2005) , blowflies (Nicholson 1954 (Nicholson , 1957 , and fish (Zipkin et al. 2008 , Schröder et al. 2009 ).
Despite this growing body of work, no unifying characteristic that predicts when a species will exhibit a hydra effect has been identified to date. Here we describe such a property for stable systems. Specifically, building upon the work of Yodzis (1988) , we derive a general condition that determines when species exhibit hydra effects in differential equation models of homogeneous populations with stable equilibrium points. We find that a species exhibits a hydra effect only if the subcommunity 'composed of' the other species is inherently unstable. By this we mean that if the density of the species with the hydra effect is maintained at its equilibrium value, then large community shifts occur; these shifts include the possibility of extinction of one or more species. This result is surprising because fixing the density of the hydra-effect (HE) species does not change its density. Instead, fixing the density removes the ability of the HE species to respond to changes in the densities of the other species, Manuscript received 9 April 2015; revised 8 December 2015; accepted 15 December 2015. Corresponding Editor: S. J. Schreiber. and consequently, the dynamical feedback of the HE species on the community; this feedback is necessary for system stability. Hence, community stability requires the ability of the HE species to vary with changes in the densities of other species. We refer to the scenario where a system is unstable when the density of an HE species is fixed as "subsystem instability."
Using our general result, we derive the conditions under which hydra effects arise in a suite of two-and threespecies ecological modules without stage structure. This reveals the existence of hydra effects in many simple communities where they have not previously been described. The subsystem instability criterion implies that introducing a specialist predator that feeds on an HE species causes large changes in community composition, that frequently involve the extinction of one or more non-HE species. The subsystem instability criterion also implies that trophic cascades and other indirect effects due to the introduced specialist predator frequently display amplification, meaning that the indirect effects of the introduction are much larger than its direct effect on the HE species. Other aspects of indirect effects that pass through an HE species differ from those predicted for non-hydra species. We discuss how the subsystem instability result can be used to uncover when hydra effects arise in a broader class of models having adaptive dynamics of traits and/or stage-structure. Finally, we discuss how our result implies the potential for unexpected impacts of human management of species that exhibit hydra effects.
n-sPecies coMMunity Model and Methods
The general n-species community model describes how the density of each species (x j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n) changes over time, where δ j is the density-independent component of the per capita mortality rate of species j and the per capita growth rate function f j incorporates changes in the demographic rates of species j due to all other ecological processes. The coexistence equilibrium of model (1) is denoted by p = (x * 1 ,...,x * n ). We assume the coexistence equilibrium is stable, i.e., all of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian (J) evaluated at p have negative real parts.
Given a stable equilibrium, species i exhibits a hydra effect when ∂x * i ∕∂δ i (p) > 0, i.e., the equilibrium density of species i increases with increased density-independent mortality. Yodzis (1988) showed that the response to increased immigration in species i is −(J −1 ) ii , where J −1 is the inverse of the Jacobian evaluated at p. In our model, the effect of increased mortality of species i on its equilibrium density has the opposite sign, ∂x * i ∕∂δ i = x * i (J −1 ) ii . Substituting for the ii element of the inverse Jacobian yields the following mathematical condition for a hydra effect, see Appendix S1 for details. The term M ii is the ith principle minor of the Jacobian, i.e., the determinant of the matrix from which the ith row and ith column of the Jacobian have been removed. For stable systems, species i has a hydra effect if and only if det(J) and M ii have the same sign.
The signs of det (J) and M ii have important interpretations. For an even number of species (n even), stable coexistence implies det (J) > 0. For an odd number of species (n odd), stable coexistence implies det(J) < 0. The sign of M ii has a similar interpretation for the system where the density of species i is fixed at its equilibrium density (x i = x * i ). The dynamics of this new system are governed by Eq. 1 after removing the dx i /dt equation and treating the density of species i (x i ) as a controlled parameter. For a system with an even number of species (n even), stable coexistence of all species when the density of x i is fixed is possible only if M ii < 0. For an odd number of species (n odd), stable coexistence of all species when the density of x i is fixed is possible only if M ii > 0.
Equation 2 has three important implications; see Appendix S1 for details. First, this study focuses on hydra effects that arise via increased density-independent mortality (δ j ), but increases in density-dependent mortality have the same qualitative effect. Second, as noted by Yodzis (1988) , the sign of the effect of decreased (increased) immigration of a species on equilibrium population size is the same as that produced by increased (decreased) mortality. Hence, if density-independent immigration were added to model (1), the effect of decreased immigration on equilibrium population size would be the right hand side of equation (2) divided by x * i . Third, and more generally, any parameter that affects a species' population growth but does not directly affect the dynamics of other species in the system, will have a counterintuitive effect on the affected species' population density under the same circumstances as increased mortality. Thus, e.g., decreasing a predator's conversion efficiency causes increased predator abundance under the same conditions for which hydra effects occur.
hydra effects iMPly subsysteM instability
Equation 2 means that in a stable system, species i has a hydra effect if det(J) and M ii have the same sign. This implies that for a stable coexistence equilibrium, fixing the density of an HE species at its equilibrium value will destabilize the system. In many cases, this results in the extinction of one or more species. This result is surprising because the density of the species with the hydra effect has not changed. What has changed is the ability of the HE species to respond to changes in the densities of the other species. If the density of the HE species is not fixed, then small changes in the densities of the other species cause small changes in the HE species, which then drive the system back to the original equilibrium state. In contrast, when the density of the HE species is fixed, small changes in the densities of the other species grow. Hence, hydra
effects arise in a species when the subset of the community that lacks dynamics of that species is inherently unstable. As noted in the Introduction, we refer to this as "subsystem instability". In a sense, the HE species represents a "keystone" species for stable coexistence of the remainder of the community. However, it is not just the presence of the HE species, but its ability to vary with changes in the densities of other species, that is required for stability. Two qualifications to our result should be noted. First, hydra effects only occur over a limited range of mortality rates. Increasing the mortality rate of an HE species to sufficiently high levels will eventually cause its equilibrium density to either decrease with further increase in mortality or discontinuously drop to zero. Second, the subsystem instability result only necessarily applies when the density of the HE species (x i ) is held at its equilibrium value (x i = x * i ). However, for Lotka-Volterra models, where the functions f j are linear, the instability of the system where x i is fixed is independent of the value of x i , provided no species go extinct as the density of that species is changed; see Appendix S1 for details. Because of this, in Lotka-Volterra systems, if species i exhibits a hydra effect, then the other n−1 species cannot coexist at a stable equilibrium in the absence of that species. When the functions f j are sufficiently nonlinear, the destabilization result need not apply when the density of the HE species is held at some value sufficiently far from the original equilibrium. Systems with nonlinear functions may also have multiple coexistence equilibria, one or more of which is stable. Both of these cases may allow the n−1 species to coexist when the HE species is absent (x i = 0) or fixed at a density different from its equilibrium density (x i ≠ x * i ). We note two other general results linking hydra effects and subsystem instability. First, multiple species exhibit hydra effects whenever there are multiple subsystems with different combinations of n−1 species that are unstable. For example, consider a three-species system with species x 1 , x 2 , and x 3 . Species x 1 and x 2 exhibit hydra effects if the x 2 ,x 3 -subsystem is unstable when x 1 is fixed at x * 1 and the x 2 ,x 3 -subsystem is unstable when x 2 is fixed at x * 2 . Second, hydra effects cannot occur for all species at a stable equilibrium; see Appendix S1 for details. Hence, at most n−1 species can exhibit hydra effects in a stable n-species system; e.g., at most two species in the three species example from above. To demonstrate the utility of condition (2) for identifying species in food webs that may exhibit hydra effects, we apply it to models of stable food webs with two or three species. The small number of species makes it easy to determine the stability of subsystems that lack dynamics of one of those species. The mechanisms that lead to hydra effects for each system are summarized in Table 1 . The mathematical details supporting our results are presented in Appendices S3 and S4. Additional examples, including those where hydra effects arise in multiple species in a single web, are also presented in Appendices S3 and S4. Species 1 † Species 2 or 3 has positive self-effects; interspecific interactions between species 2 & 3 are weaker than their intraspecific interactions Predator-2-prey Prey species 1 † Positive predator self-effects or increased density of prey 2 reduces predator growth rate Predator Prey satisfy either condition from 3-species competition system or prey mutualistic interactions greater than intraspecific interactions or prey have a contramensalistic interaction and satisfy conditions from 3-species contramensalistic system Food chain Bottom species Middle species has positive self-effects Middle species
Top or bottom species has positive self-effects Top species
Middle species has positive self-effects †Due to symmetry, the conditions for hydra effects in the other species are the same after exchanging species labels (e.g., replace species 1 with species 2 and vice versa).
‡Contramensalistic systems with a single trophic level.
One condition for hydra effects that frequently arises is that one of the species without a hydra effect has "positive self-effects" at the equilibrium. Here, we use positive self-effects to mean that there is a positive relationship between the population growth of a species and its density. We define a positive self-effect as ∂/∂x j (dx j /dt) > 0 when evaluated at equilibrium. In a closed system (i.e., without immigration), a positive self-effect occurs at equilibrium if and only if there is a positive per capita selfeffect, i.e., ∂/∂x j ((1/x j )(dx j /dt)) > 0, which we refer to as positive density dependence. Positive density dependence can be due to purely intraspecific interactions (e.g., Allee effects) or due to interspecific interactions (e.g., a saturating functional response in a predator of that species).
Hydra effects in two-species communities
We begin with two-species communities, i.e., n = 2 in Eq. 1. We first present the general conditions for a species to exhibit a hydra effect. We then discuss particular mechanisms for two-species systems with one trophic level and predator-prey systems.
Species 1 (x 1 ) exhibits a hydra effect at a stable equilibrium when three conditions are met. First, species 2 (x 2 ; the non-HE species) has positive self-effects. Mathematically, this condition arises because the first principal minor of the Jacobian of a two-species system is the diagonal entry of the Jacobian for the second species, i.e., M 11 = J 22 = ∂/∂x 2 (dx 2 /dt). Second, the HE species has negative self-effects, i.e., J 11 = ∂/∂x 1 (dx 1 / dt) < 0. If this condition is not satisfied, then the coexistence equilibrium is unstable. The third condition is that the effects of increasing each species density on the other species growth rate have opposite signs, i.e., J 12 > 0 > J 21 or J 12 < 0 < J 21 . Such a (+,−) interaction structure is known as contramensalism (Arthur and Mitchell 1989) .
For two-species systems with one trophic level, hydra effects cannot arise in stable competitive or mutualistic systems. This is because the (−,−) and (+,+) interaction structures in those systems, respectively, do not satisfy the third condition. Contramensalistic interactions (+,−) arise in systems with one trophic level when, e.g., positive environmental modification by one species outweighs its competitive effect on the other species (Arthur 1986 ). In such cases, a hydra effect can be exhibited by either species. Two examples of contramensalistic systems with hydra effects are presented in Fig. 1 .
The most common type of contramensalistic system is a predator-prey system. For such systems, the predator exhibits a hydra effect when the prey has positive selfeffects at equilibrium. This can occur due to processes exclusive to the prey (e.g., Allee effects due to mate finding) or when the predator has a nonlinear (saturating) functional response. In Lotka-Volterra and other commonly used models that do not include direct intraspecific predator competition, positive prey self-effects often result in cyclic predator-prey dynamics. In order for predator hydra effects to arise in a stable system, direct intraspecific predator competition is also necessary, i.e., ∂/∂y((1/y)(dy/dt)) < 0, where y is predator density. This occurs when the predator per capita mortality rate increases and/or its functional response decreases with predator density. In Fig. 2A , the predator, which exhibits a hydra effect, has a type-II functional response and a nonlinear mortality rate.
Prey hydra effects occur when the predator has positive self-effects at the equilibrium. Positive predator self-effects can arise via predator-dependent functional responses or density-dependent per capita mortality rates where the predator per capita growth rate is maximized fig. 1 . Examples of hydra effects in two two-species contramensalistic systems. The species having a positive effect on the growth of the other is labeled the cooperator, and the species having a negative effect is called the cheater. Both panels show the equilibrium densities of the cooperator (solid line; x 1 ) and the cheater (dashed line; x 2 ) as the mortality rate of (A) the cooperator or (B) the cheater is varied. (A) The cooperator has a hydra effect. Extinction of the cheater (δ 1 ≈ 0.9) causes an abrupt change in the response of the cooperator to increases in its own mortality, so that there is no hydra effect at higher mortalities. (B) The cheater has a hydra effect for mortality rates less than δ 2 ≈ 0.27. See Appendix S5 for equations and parameters. at intermediate predator densities. Cooperative feeding or hunting among predators can produce such effects. Regardless of the mechanism, the coexistence equilibrium is stable only if the prey per capita growth rate decreases with prey density at the equilibrium, i.e., negative density dependence. Figure 2B provides an example where the prey has a hydra effect and the positive predator self-effect is caused by a functional response that depends nonlinearly on predator density.
Hydra effects in models of three species on one trophic level
We now consider models with three species on the same trophic level. For each pair of species, the interaction can be competition (−,−), mutualism (+,+), or contramensalism (+,−). Examples of models are presented in Appendix S4.
In systems with stable three-species coexistence, one species exhibits a hydra effect if the other two cannot stably coexist when the density of the HE species is fixed at its equilibrium value. This instability of the two-species subsystem can occur via three mechanisms. The first is when the two-species subsystem is bistable because the non-HE species have a competitive or mutualistic interaction and the interspecific effects between them are greater than their intraspecific effects. For a Lotka-Volterra system with intraspecific and interspecific competition coefficients α ii and α ij , respectively, this would require that α 12 α 21 >α 11 α 22 . For the second mechanism, the two species have a competitive interaction and species one always competitively excludes species two. The third mechanism involves a contramensalistic (+,−) interaction between the two non-hydra species under which one species has positive self-effects, and the product of the interspecific effects between the species are weaker than the product of their intraspecific effects. In all cases, the three species can coexist because the species with the hydra effect suppresses one or both non-HE species.
We highlight when these mechanisms arise in systems with only a single kind of interaction; examples of systems with a mix of interaction types are presented in Appendix S4. Hydra effects cannot arise in stable mutualistic systems. For systems with only competitive interactions, hydra effects can arise (i) via mechanism 2 in rock-paper-scissor-type systems (May and Leonard 1975, Laird and Schamp 2006) where each species excludes and is excluded by one other species or (ii) via mechanism 1 or 2 in systems where the HE species can coexist with either of the other two species in the absence of the third (true for Fig. 5B) ; an example of each case is given in Fig. 3 . For systems with only contramensalistic interactions, hydra effects can only arise via mechanism 3.
Hydra effects in models with one predator and two prey
We now consider systems with a generalist predator and two prey, where the prey can have a competitive (−,−), mutualistic (+,+), or contramensalistic (+,−) interaction.
Predator hydra effects occur if stable or neutral coexistence of the two prey is not possible when the predator's density is fixed at its equilibrium value. Predator hydra effects arise via the three mechanisms from the three-species model with a single trophic level: (i) the two-prey subsystem is bistable due to a competitive or mutualistic interaction where interspecific effects are stronger than intraspecific effects; (ii) the prey have a competitive interaction and prey one always competitively excludes prey two; or (iii) the prey have a contramensalistic interaction, one prey has positive self-effects at the equilibrium, and the interspecific effects between the prey are weaker than their intraspecific effects. In all cases, three-species coexistence is possible because the predator suppresses one fig. 2 . Examples of predator-prey systems where (A) the predator and (B) the prey has a hydra effect. Both panels show the equilibrium densities of the predator (solid line; y) and the prey (dashed line; x) as the mortality rate of (A) the predator or (B) the prey is varied. In (A) the predator only exhibits a hydra effect for mortality rates less than δ 2 ≈ 4. In (B), the prey exhibits a hydra effect for all mortality rates for which the predator exists (δ 1 < 2.75). See Appendix S5 for equations and parameters. or both prey. One scenario in which case (ii) is likely to arise is when the predator consumes the competitively superior prey and does not consume the competitively inferior prey; see Fig. 4A , which is based on a model in Abrams and Matsuda (2005) . An example of case (iii) is presented in Fig. 4B .
Prey hydra effects occur if the predator cannot coexist with one prey when the density of the other (hydra) prey is fixed at its equilibrium value. Here we focus on the two most biologically likely mechanisms; see Appendix S4 for two others. The first mechanism is that the predator has positive self-effects at the equilibrium. As noted earlier, fig. 3 . Examples of hydra effects in systems with three species on the same trophic level. (A) A system with three competitive interactions. (B) A system with three contramensalistic interactions. All panels show the equilibrium densities of species 1 (solid line; x 1 ), species 2 (dashed line; x 2 ) and species 3 (dashed-dot line; x 3 ) as the mortality rate of one species is varied. In (A), extinction of species 2 (δ 1 ≈ 0.19) causes the abrupt change in the response of species x 1 to increased mortality and the disappearance of its hydra effect. In (B), species x 2 exhibits a hydra effect for δ 2 < 2. See Appendix S5 for equations and parameters. fig. 4 . Introducing a predator that specializes on a species with a hydra effect can cause large changes in community composition, including extinction of one or more species. (A) Predator-prey system (solid blue and dashed blue; y and x, respectively) where the predator has a hydra effect. A specialist top predator (red; z) of the HE predator is introduced at low densities at time t = 20, which results in large changes in prey density. (C) Three-species competition system where species 1 (solid blue; x 1 ) has a hydra effect. A specialist predator (solid red; z) of species 1 is introduced at time t = 20, which causes the extinction of species 3 (dashed-dot blue; x 3 ). (B,D) Per capita growth rates of the specialist top predators in (A) and (C), respectively, as functions of their densities. In (B), the specialist top predator has an Allee effect due to the community shift that follows its introduction. See Appendix S5 for equations and parameters. positive predator self-effects can occur when the predator exhibits cooperative hunting or cooperative defense. Figure  5C below presents a numerical example of this case. The second mechanism is that increases in the density of the non-hydra prey have a negative effect on the per capita growth rate of the predator. Biologically, this occurs when encounters with the prey species harm the predator (e.g., a chemical or physical defense) or when consuming the prey species causes a net decrease in nutritional intake rate. This requires nonadaptive feeding by the predator, but examples of such behavior do exist (Kratina et al. 2007 ). With both mechanisms, the predator is often unable to persist when the HE prey is absent from the community.
Hydra effects in simple food chain models
Finally, we consider a simple three-species food chain model consisting of a basal (x), middle (y), and top (z) species, where the basal and top species do not directly interact. Here we highlight some results about when hydra effects arise and the counterintuitive effects increased mortality of the HE species can have on different trophic levels; see Appendix S4 for more details.
In food chain models, hydra effects are only possible when one species has positive self-effects at equilibrium. In this case, species at adjacent trophic levels can exhibit hydra effects. For example, if the middle species has positive self-effects at equilibrium, then the top or the bottom species can exhibit a hydra effect. Abrams and Vos (2003) found hydra effects in a similar food chain model that did not directly incorporate positive self effects, but did have adaptive foraging by the middle species. While such adaptive change has a number of effects that are not considered here, reduced foraging at higher food densities by the middle species often produces a positive self-effect in the bottom species.
Hydra effects also alter predictions about how indirect effects propagate through the food chain. In the absence of hydra effects, the indirect effects of increased mortality can be predicted by either changes in the mortality rate or changes in the density of the perturbed species. However, if the perturbed species has a hydra effect, then the indirect effects of increased mortality on other species can only be predicted by either the mortality rate or density of the perturbed species, not both; see Appendix S4 for details. Furthermore, in some cases, increased mortality of an HE species can cause all species to increase in abundance. For instance, if the bottom species has positive self-effects at equilibrium, then the middle species always exhibits a hydra effect and increases in the mortality rate of the middle species cause all species to increase in abundance; see example S4-19 of Appendix S4. Longer food chains and more complex food webs also exhibit a much wider range of effect propagation patterns when one or more species exhibit hydra effects.
iMPlications for invasion by a Predator of the hydra-effect sPecies
Our results have important implications for understanding the impacts of predator addition on system stability. Introducing a specialist, food-limited predator that consumes an HE species will constrain the dynamics of the HE species and consequently, destabilize the system under the same circumstances that fixing the HE species' density does so. This is shown in Appendix S2.
(The introduced predator may destabilize the dynamics under additional circumstances if it has a saturating functional response, but we ignore that possibility here.) Large changes in densities, including extinction, may occur as a result of the destabilization, even when the change in the abundance of the HE species is minimal. Other fig. 5 . Examples of one-predator-two-prey systems where the (A) the predator or (B) one prey species has a hydra effect. All panels show the equilibrium densities of the predator (solid line; y) and the two prey species (dashed and dot-dashed lines; x 1 and x 2 , respectively) as the mortality rate of (A) the predator or (B) one prey species is varied. In (A), the extinction of prey species 2 (δ 3 ≈ 0.52) causes the abrupt change in the response of the predator to increased mortality and the disappearance of its hydra effect. In (B), the abrupt changes in the response of the prey to increased mortality is caused by the extinction of the predator (δ 1 ≈ 0.23). See Appendix S5 for equations and parameters. sources of density-dependent mortality can produce similar community shifts; this includes harvesting with feedback control and adaptively switching generalist predators. Figure 5 presents two examples of newly introduced specialist predators causing community shifts in a predator-prey system (Fig. 5A ) and a three-species competition community (Fig. 5C ). In both panels, the solid blue species exhibits a hydra effect. Introducing a specialist predator of that species (solid red) at low densities destabilizes the system, eventually causing large changes in the community makeup. In Fig. 5C , one of the non-hydra species (dash-dot blue) is driven to extinction. In Fig. 5A , initially the specialist can only persist at low densities. However, the shift in the community makeup following its introduction allows the specialist predator to reach much higher densities (Fig. 5B ). Hence, a hydra effect in one species can produce an emergent Allee effect (de Roos et al. 2003 ) in its specialist predator; the specialist predator alters its environment and causes community shifts that result in better conditions for its own growth, which allows it to reach higher population densities. In some cases this emergent Allee effect may be strong. Note that hydra effects do not always produce an emergent Allee effect for an introduced specialist predator (Fig. 5D ).
Our results also show how hydra effects alter the community impacts of predator addition. First, different sources of mortality can have different effects on the density of HE species. Because it is an added source of mortality for the HE species, one might expect an introduced specialist predator to cause the HE species' density to increase. However, increases in the HE species' density cause an increase in the specialist predator's density, which in turn increases the HE species' mortality further. Such a positive feedback must end at some point, which means that the specialist predator's equilibrium density must become high enough to eliminate the hydra effect in its prey at the new system equilibrium. The net result is that the introduced specialist causes the HE species' density to decrease.
Second, indirect effects caused by an introduced predator of an HE species can be amplified as they propagate through a food web. For example, introduction of the specialist predator (z) in Fig. 5A causes a small decrease in the density of the HE species (y) and a large increase in the density of the prey (x) of the HE species. Since the introduced specialist predator occupies the top trophic level, this scenario represents a normal trophic cascade, except that the proportional change in prey density (bottom trophic level) is much larger than the proportional change in the density of the HE species (middle trophic level). This means the indirect effect of the specialist predator on the prey of the HE species is larger than its direct effect on the HE species. Amplification of an indirect effect can also occur when the introduced predator of the HE species does not occupy the top trophic level. This is significant because Schoener (1993) argued, even slow dampening of indirect effects makes prediction of population changes very difficult in community ecology.
Third, indirect effects caused by an introduced predator of an HE species can have counterintuitive sign structures as they propagate through a food web. For example, if the density of an introduced generalist predator of an HE species is controlled by other factors, then the additional mortality experienced by the HE species is a fixed increase in its per capita mortality rate. For the predator-prey system in Fig. 2A where the predator species y exhibits a hydra effect, an increase in such a generalist predator's density would cause an increase in the per capita mortality rate of predator y and, counterintuitively, cause both the mid and bottom trophic levels to increase. The underlying mechanism driving this behavior is that in order for y to increase in abundance with greater mortality, the density of the bottom prey (x) must increase to balance the increased mortality of species y.
discussion
Our general result reveals that hydra effects occur in a much wider range of systems than had previously been appreciated and that, in those systems, hydra effects are characterized by instability of the rest of the community when the hydra effect species is maintained at a fixed density. These results have important implications for conservation biology and management strategies of exploited populations, as well as for community ecology generally. Because hydra effects involve increased abundance following increased mortality and decreased abundance following increased immigration, changes in the population size of an HE species in response to environmental change often have the opposite meaning of similar changes in non-hydra species. Thus, if the goal of management is to increase the density of a species to a particular population level, then, counterintuitively, increased, rather than decreased, mortality of an HE species is needed. This is complicated by the fact that the initial, transient response of an HE species to altered mortality is usually (Abrams 2002) in the opposite direction of the final response, so management changes would have to take this time lag into account. As noted in Abrams (2002) , population increases due to the hydra effect indicate declines rather than increases in environmental quality, as reflected in maximum individual fitness or per capita growth rate. Our results also show that in many cases HE species are important for maintaining community structure and diversity. Either the loss of a species with a hydra effect or the introduction of top-down control via a predator that specializes on the HE species can cause large community changes, and often drive other species to extinction. The example in Fig. 5A is a classic case where the hydra-species is a keystone predator, allowing coexistence of its two prey. An introduced specialist predator of that keystone species, even if it produces a minimal change in the keystone species' density, can destroy prey coexistence. While we have focused on specialist predators, introduced generalist predators are also likely to cause community shifts, provided the generalists have sufficiently weak interactions with non-hydra species. Importantly, destabilization can also occur when the top-down control is a management strategy where the density of the HE species is maintained at a target level (e.g. an optimal yield density in fisheries). Thus, it is important to determine whether a species can exhibit a hydra effect before adopting such a management strategy.
Hydra effect species frequently affect the nature of trophic cascades. Hydra effect species can amplify indirect effects as they propagate through communities. For example, in Fig. 5A , the introduced specialist predator (z) has a small effect on the density of the HE predator species (y) and much larger effects on the density of its prey (x). This example contradicts standard theory about trophic cascades, where the strength of the cascade is often defined (e.g., Heath et al. 2014, p. 101) as "the extent to which a disturbance is diminished as it propagates through a food web." Hydra effects also affect predictions about the potential role of density dependent mortality in dampening indirect effects in interaction-webs (Schoener 1993) . External mortality applied to an HE species that experiences density dependent mortality will have a larger effect on its population than in the absence of such density dependent mortality. This has the potential to magnify the indirect effects produced by that external mortality on other species that interact with the HE species. Hydra effects can also change the sign of indirect effects and yield counterintuitive responses to increased mortality in the HE species. For example, in three-species food chain models where the bottom species has an Allee effect, increased mortality of the middle species results in increased density at all trophic levels.
Many of the circumstances we identified as producing hydra effects have not previously been recognized. For example, Gilpin (1975) illustrated cycles in predator-prey systems with positive prey self-effects due to both prey Allee effects and a type-II predator functional responses without noting the positive effect of mortality on average population size. Gilpin's (1979) analysis of chaotic dynamics ("spiral chaos") in a model of one predator and two competing prey did not note the hydra effect that characterized the predator in the model. Early studies of 3-species Lotka-Volterra competition models (Strobeck 1973, May and Leonard 1975) discussed examples which exhibited hydra effects without recognizing them. In addition, our results show that there are numerous classes of counter-examples to a recent assertion that hydra effects in predator-prey systems only occur in predators and require type-II predator functional responses, logistic resource growth and population cycles (Schröder et al. 2014 (Schröder et al. , 2015 . Our results also help understand and generalize the findings of Frean and Abraham (2001) , who found that the weakest competitor had the largest population size in models of intransitive (rockpaper-scissors) competition.
There are many more three-species models that could be considered (e.g., plant-herbivore-pollinator and intraguild predation models), and even more possibilities for models of four or more species. This paper would be far too long if we addressed them all here. However, our general condition (2) applies to communities of any size. Hence, condition (2) can be used to identify the biological circumstances under which hydra effects arise in systems beyond those considered here. Moreover, the many circumstances leading to hydra effects in the twoand three species webs discussed above suggests that hydra effects are likely in larger interaction-webs. Abrams and Cortez (2015) showed that hydra effects were common for consumer species in a 2-consumer-2-resource Lotka-Volterra system having asymmetrical competition between resources. Exploration of larger webs will no doubt uncover many unappreciated mechanisms for hydra effects. Previous results imply such effects in large food webs even though they were not described as such. Yodzis (1988) observed cases where species had decreased density in response to increased immigration in 27% of the 223 species present in the 16 empirically based Lotka-Volterra models of food webs he analyzed. Koen-Alonso and Yodzis (2005) subsequently found hydra effects for two of the species in a more detailed four-species model of a Patagonian marine community; again these were only identified as negative self-effects. Wollrab et al. (2012) found that hydra effects were possible for top predators in 5 of 19 food webs consisting of two linked food chains, provided that top-predator functional responses were saturating. Again, these were not identified as hydra effects. The fact that hydra effects arise in so many community models when the authors are not looking for them argues that they are also likely to occur frequently in natural systems.
It is unlikely that hydra effects occur nearly as often as the traditional negative response of population size to increased mortality. However, there is limited evidence available for judging the frequency of these effects in natural communities. The introduction lists studies that have experimentally documented hydra effects, and several less conclusive studies are mentioned in Abrams (2009>b) and Schröder et al. (2014) . This scarcity of examples is not surprising given the limited time since recent theory first revived Ricker's (1954) idea that populations might increase with greater mortality. The wide range of community models where hydra effects have been demonstrated also argues that many more such effects exist, both in nature and in models. Many of the biological conditions for hydra effects in the two-and three-species models we considered are expected to be common in natural systems. These conditions require positive self-effects in some species and negative selfeffects in others. Negative self-effects are extremely common, even in consumer species (DeLong and Vasseur MICHAEL H. CORTEZ AND PETER A. ABRAMS 2011, Heath et al. 2014) . Causes of positive self-effects that are known to be common include type-II functional responses (Jeschke et al. 2004) and Allee effects (Kramer et al. 2009 ).
While our general result does apply to a large class of systems, there are several mechanisms for hydra effects that cannot be described using our approach. Abrams (2009>b) reviewed the following mechanisms:
(1) altered cycle amplitude with increasing mortality in unstable systems; (2) mortality factors acting on predators that have the side effect of decreasing their per capita consumption rate of prey; (3) overcompensation due to scramble competition in difference equation models and in continuous time models with stage-structured populations. The third mechanism has been explored and discussed extensively for size-structured communities by de Roos and Persson (2013) . Our analysis does not apply to difference equation models (e.g., Liz and Pilarczyk 2012), or to differential equation models where cycles play an essential role in producing the hydra effect (e.g., Abrams et al. 2003, Sieber and Hilker 2012) . However, it does have implications for other cases. If the dynamics of all size classes are described by ordinary differential equations (as in Abrams and Quince 2005 , de Roos et al. 2007 and Schreiber and Rudolf 2008 , then the condition for a hydra effect for any particular class in a stable system implies instability of the subsystem in which the abundance of that class is fixed or experiences top-down control (e.g., by a size-specific specialist predator). For systems with dynamic phenotypic traits (e.g., Abrams and Vos 2003 , Matsuda and Abrams 2004 , Abrams and Matsuda 2005 , Abrams 2012 ), a hydra effect implies instability in the trait-population subsystem in which the density of the hydra effect species is fixed. This differs from the models considered above only in that the instability caused by fixing the density of the HE species may lead to large evolutionary changes as well as or instead of population changes. Abrams (2012) provides an example of such a shift caused by introducing a specialist predator into a generalist-predator-2-prey system with evolution in the resident predator and a hydra effect in both prey. Some cases with hydra effects driven by adaptive change in prey traits have the same properties as models having additional species in which the mean trait of a trophic level changes based on shifts in species abundances (Abrams and Matsuda 2005) .
Many previous examples of hydra effects have exhibited cyclic (Abrams 2002 , Abrams 2009a ,b, Sieber and Hilker 2012 , Guill et al. 2014 or chaotic dynamics (Gilpin 1979 . Current theory and empirical results are insufficient to argue whether hydra effects are more likely in stable or unstable systems. Although we have only considered systems with stable equilibria, our general result only requires that the sign of the determinant of the Jacobian be the same as that for an equilibrium that is stable. Thus, our results about subsystem instability may also apply to systems with fluctuating population densities, provided that the time-averaged and equilibrium densities for a species respond to increased mortality in the same direction. Sieber and Hilker (2012) show that this is always true for at least part of the range of mortalities with instability in nonlinear predator-prey models. Example S4-3 in Appendix S4 shows that a Lotka-Volterra three-species competition model may be stabilized or destabilized without changing the hydra effect. This suggests that maintaining the HE species at a fixed density or otherwise controlling its density (e.g., via a specialist predator) in a cyclic system may cause the extinction of one or more other species. This destabilization has been previously observed in predator-prey models with predator hydra effects where the cyclic dynamics are driven by prey Allee effects or predator type-II functional responses (Matsuda and Abrams 1994) .
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